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Communication
You’ve bested creepers, traveled deep into caves, and
maybe even gone to The End and back—but have you
ever transformed a sword into a magic wand? Built a
palace in the blink of an eye? Designed your own
color-changing disco dance floor? In Learn to Program
with Minecraft®, you’ll do all this and more with the
power of Python, a free language used by millions of
professional and first-time programmers! Begin with
some short, simple Python lessons and then use your
new skills to modify Minecraft to produce instant and
totally awesome results. Learn how to customize
Minecraft to make mini-games, duplicate entire
buildings, and turn boring blocks into gold. You’ll also
write programs that: –Take you on an automated
teleportation tour around your Minecraft world –Build
massive monuments, pyramids, forests, and more in a
snap! –Make secret passageways that open when you
activate a hidden switch –Create a spooky ghost town
that vanishes and reappears elsewhere –Show exactly
where to dig for rare blocks –Cast a spell so that a
cascade of flowers (or dynamite if you’re daring!)
follows your every move –Make mischief with
dastardly lava traps and watery curses that cause
huge floods Whether you’re a Minecraft megafan or a
newbie, you’ll see Minecraft in a whole new light while
learning the basics of programming. Sure, you could
spend all day mining for precious resources or
building your mansion by hand, but with the power of
Python, those days are over! Requires: Windows 7 or
later; OS X 10.10 or later; or a Raspberry Pi. Uses
Python 3
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Regular Expressions
Examines the purpose of good software design,
shares examples that demonstrate how a system
changes over time, and provides principles applicable
to any prgramming language or project.

Clojure for the Brave and True
Get the best out of Node.js by mastering its most
powerful components and patterns to create modular
and scalable applications with ease About This Book
Create reusable patterns and modules by leveraging
the new features of Node.js . Understand the
asynchronous single thread design of node and grasp
all its features and patterns to take advantage of
various functions. This unique guide will help you get
the most out of Node.js and its ecosystem. Who This
Book Is For The book is meant for developers and
software architects with a basic working knowledge of
JavaScript who are interested in acquiring a deeper
understanding of how to design and develop
enterprise-level Node.js applications. Basic knowledge
of Node.js is also helpful to get the most out of this
book. What You Will Learn Design and implement a
series of server-side JavaScript patterns so you
understand why and when to apply them in different
use case scenarios Become comfortable with writing
asynchronous code by leveraging constructs such as
callbacks, promises, generators and the async-await
syntax Identify the most important concerns and
apply unique tricks to achieve higher scalability and
modularity in your Node.js application Untangle your
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modules by organizing and connecting them
coherently Reuse well-known techniques to solve
common design and coding issues Explore the latest
trends in Universal JavaScript, learn how to write code
that runs on both Node.js and the browser and
leverage React and its ecosystem to implement
universal applications In Detail Node.js is a massively
popular software platform that lets you use JavaScript
to easily create scalable server-side applications. It
allows you to create efficient code, enabling a more
sustainable way of writing software made of only one
language across the full stack, along with extreme
levels of reusability, pragmatism, simplicity, and
collaboration. Node.js is revolutionizing the web and
the way people and companies create their software.
In this book, we will take you on a journey across
various ideas and components, and the challenges
you would commonly encounter while designing and
developing software using the Node.js platform. You
will also discover the "Node.js way" of dealing with
design and coding decisions. The book kicks off by
exploring the basics of Node.js describing it's
asynchronous single-threaded architecture and the
main design patterns. It then shows you how to
master the asynchronous control flow patterns,and
the stream component and it culminates into a
detailed list of Node.js implementations of the most
common design patterns as well as some specific
design patterns that are exclusive to the Node.js
world.Lastly, it dives into more advanced concepts
such as Universal Javascript, and scalability' and it's
meant to conclude the journey by giving the reader
all the necessary concepts to be able to build an
enterprise grade application using Node.js. Style and
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approach This book takes its intended readers
through a comprehensive explanation to create a
scalable and efficient real-time server-side apps.

Clean Code
For weeks, months—nay!—from the very moment you
were born, you’ve felt it calling to you. At long last
you’ll be united with the programming language
you’ve been longing for: Clojure! As a Lisp-style
functional programming language, Clojure lets you
write robust and elegant code, and because it runs on
the Java Virtual Machine, you can take advantage of
the vast Java ecosystem. Clojure for the Brave and
True offers a "dessert-first" approach: you’ll start
playing with real programs immediately, as you
steadily acclimate to the abstract but powerful
features of Lisp and functional programming. Inside
you’ll find an offbeat, practical guide to Clojure, filled
with quirky sample programs that catch cheese
thieves and track glittery vampires. Learn how to:
–Wield Clojure’s core functions –Use Emacs for Clojure
development –Write macros to modify Clojure itself
–Use Clojure’s tools to simplify concurrency and
parallel programming Clojure for the Brave and True
assumes no prior experience with Clojure, the Java
Virtual Machine, or functional programming. Are you
ready, brave reader, to meet your true destiny? Grab
your best pair of parentheses—you’re about to
embark on an epic journey into the world of Clojure!

Rust Essentials
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Unlock the essentials of SAS programming!
Fundamentals of Programming in SAS: A Case Studies
Approach gives a complete introduction to SAS
programming. Perfect for students, novice SAS users,
and programmers studying for their Base SAS
certification, this book covers all the basics, including:
working with data creating visualizations data
validation good programming practices Experienced
programmers know that real-world scenarios require
practical solutions. Designed for use in the classroom
and for self-guided learners, this book takes a novel
approach to learning SAS programming by following a
single case study throughout the text and circling
back to previous concepts to reinforce material.
Readers will benefit from the variety of exercises,
including both multiple choice questions and in-depth
case studies. Additional case studies are also
provided online for extra practice. This approach
mirrors the way good SAS programmers develop their
skills—through hands-on work with an eye toward
developing the knowledge necessary to tackle more
difficult tasks. After reading this book, you will gain
the skills and confidence to take on larger challenges
with the power of SAS.

Linux for Developers
The first edition of "Extreme Programming Explained"
is a classic. It won awards for its then-radical ideas for
improving small-team development, such as having
developers write automated tests for their own code
and having the whole team plan weekly. Much has
changed in five years. This completely rewritten
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second edition expands the scope of XP to teams of
any size by suggesting a program of continuous
improvement based on: five core values consistent
with excellence in software development; eleven
principles for putting those values into action; and,
thirteen primary and eleven corollary practices to
help you push development past its current business
and technical limitations. Whether you have a small
team that is already closely aligned with your
customers or a large team in a gigantic or
multinational organization, you will find in these
pages a wealth of ideas to challenge, inspire, and
encourage you and your team members to
substantially improve your software development.

Lattice Boltzmann Method
"After many decades - and even more methodologies
- software projects are still failing. Why? Managers
see software development as a production line.
Companies don't know how to manage software
projects and hire good developers. Many developers
still behave like factory workers, providing terrible
service to their employers and clients. Agile was a big
step forward, but not enough. What's missing? The
right mindset - for both developers and their
employers. As developers worldwide are recognizing,
the right mindset is craftsmanship Mancuso explains
what craftsmanship means to the developer and his
or her organization, and shows how to live it every
day in your real-world development environment.
Mancuso shows how software craftsmanship fits with
and helps you improve upon best-practice technical
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disciplines such as agile and lean, taking all your
development projects to the next level. You'll learn
how to change the disastrous perception that
software developers are the same as factory workers,
and that software projects can be run like factories.
By placing greater professionalism, technical
excellence, and customer satisfaction at the heart of
what you do, you won't just deliver more value to
everyone involved: you'll be happier and more
fulfilled doing it"--Publisher's description.

The Laws of Simplicity
The Practice of Programming
Software legend Max Kanat-Alexander shows you how
to succeed as a developer by embracing simplicity,
with forty-three essays that will help you really
understand the software you work with. About This
Book Read and enjoy the superlative writing and
insights of the legendary Max Kanat-Alexander Learn
and reflect with Max on how to bring simplicity to your
software design principles Discover the secrets of
rockstar programmers and how to also just suck less
as a programmer Who This Book Is For Understanding
Software is for every programmer, or anyone who
works with programmers. If life is feeling more
complex than it should be, and you need to touch
base with some clear thinking again, this book is for
you. If you need some inspiration and a reminder of
how to approach your work as a programmer by
embracing some simplicity in your work again, this
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book is for you. If you're one of Max's followers
already, this book is a collection of Max's thoughts
selected and curated for you to enjoy and reflect on. If
you're new to Max's work, and ready to connect with
the power of simplicity again, this book is for you!
What You Will Learn See how to bring simplicity and
success to your programming world Clues to
complexity - and how to build excellent software
Simplicity and software design Principles for
programmers The secrets of rockstar programmers
Max's views and interpretation of the Software
industry Why Programmers suck and how to suck less
as a programmer Software design in two sentences
What is a bug? Go deep into debugging In Detail In
Understanding Software, Max Kanat-Alexander,
Technical Lead for Code Health at Google, shows you
how to bring simplicity back to computer
programming. Max explains to you why programmers
suck, and how to suck less as a programmer. There's
just too much complex stuff in the world. Complex
stuff can't be used, and it breaks too easily.
Complexity is stupid. Simplicity is smart.
Understanding Software covers many areas of
programming, from how to write simple code to
profound insights into programming, and then how to
suck less at what you do! You'll discover the problems
with software complexity, the root of its causes, and
how to use simplicity to create great software. You'll
examine debugging like you've never done before,
and how to get a handle on being happy while
working in teams. Max brings a selection of carefully
crafted essays, thoughts, and advice about working
and succeeding in the software industry, from his
legendary blog Code Simplicity. Max has crafted fortyPage 9/36
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three essays which have the power to help you avoid
complexity and embrace simplicity, so you can be a
happier and more successful developer. Max's
technical knowledge, insight, and kindness, has
earned him code guru status, and his ideas will inspire
you and help refresh your approach to the challenges
of being a developer. Style and approach
Understanding Software is a new selection of carefully
chosen and crafted essays from Max KanatAlexander's legendary blog call Code Simplicity. Max's
writing and thoughts are great to sit and read cover
to cover, or if you prefer you can drop in and see what
you discover new every single time!

Programming Embedded Systems
What others in the trenches say about The Pragmatic
Programmer “The cool thing about this book is that
it’s great for keeping the programming process fresh.
The book helps you to continue to grow and clearly
comes from people who have been there.” —Kent
Beck, author of Extreme Programming Explained:
Embrace Change “I found this book to be a great mix
of solid advice and wonderful analogies!” —Martin
Fowler, author of Refactoring and UML Distilled “I
would buy a copy, read it twice, then tell all my
colleagues to run out and grab a copy. This is a book I
would never loan because I would worry about it
being lost.” —Kevin Ruland, Management Science,
MSG-Logistics “The wisdom and practical experience
of the authors is obvious. The topics presented are
relevant and useful. By far its greatest strength for
me has been the outstanding analogies—tracer
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bullets, broken windows, and the fabulous helicopterbased explanation of the need for orthogonality,
especially in a crisis situation. I have little doubt that
this book will eventually become an excellent source
of useful information for journeymen programmers
and expert mentors alike.” —John Lakos, author of
Large-Scale C++ Software Design “This is the sort of
book I will buy a dozen copies of when it comes out so
I can give it to my clients.” —Eric Vought, Software
Engineer “Most modern books on software
development fail to cover the basics of what makes a
great software developer, instead spending their time
on syntax or technology where in reality the greatest
leverage possible for any software team is in having
talented developers who really know their craft well.
An excellent book.” —Pete McBreen, Independent
Consultant “Since reading this book, I have
implemented many of the practical suggestions and
tips it contains. Across the board, they have saved my
company time and money while helping me get my
job done quicker! This should be a desktop reference
for everyone who works with code for a living.”
—Jared Richardson, Senior Software Developer,
iRenaissance, Inc. “I would like to see this issued to
every new employee at my company.” —Chris
Cleeland, Senior Software Engineer, Object
Computing, Inc. “If I’m putting together a project, it’s
the authors of this book that I want. . . . And failing
that I’d settle for people who’ve read their book.”
—Ward Cunningham Straight from the programming
trenches, The Pragmatic Programmer cuts through
the increasing specialization and technicalities of
modern software development to examine the core
process--taking a requirement and producing working,
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maintainable code that delights its users. It covers
topics ranging from personal responsibility and career
development to architectural techniques for keeping
your code flexible and easy to adapt and reuse. Read
this book, and you'll learn how to Fight software rot;
Avoid the trap of duplicating knowledge; Write
flexible, dynamic, and adaptable code; Avoid
programming by coincidence; Bullet-proof your code
with contracts, assertions, and exceptions; Capture
real requirements; Test ruthlessly and effectively;
Delight your users; Build teams of pragmatic
programmers; and Make your developments more
precise with automation. Written as a series of selfcontained sections and filled with entertaining
anecdotes, thoughtful examples, and interesting
analogies, The Pragmatic Programmer illustrates the
best practices and major pitfalls of many different
aspects of software development. Whether you're a
new coder, an experienced programmer, or a
manager responsible for software projects, use these
lessons daily, and you'll quickly see improvements in
personal productivity, accuracy, and job satisfaction.
You'll learn skills and develop habits and attitudes
that form the foundation for long-term success in your
career. You'll become a Pragmatic Programmer.

Learning WatchKit Programming
Whether it's for coding applications, writing scripts,
parsing through CSV files, securing a web application,
or even altering thousands of files at once, Regular
Expressions are usually the best, most efficient option
to complete the task.
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Data Structures and Algorithms in Java
As programmers, we’ve all seen source code that’s so
ugly and buggy it makes our brain ache. Over the
past five years, authors Dustin Boswell and Trevor
Foucher have analyzed hundreds of examples of "bad
code" (much of it their own) to determine why they’re
bad and how they could be improved. Their
conclusion? You need to write code that minimizes
the time it would take someone else to understand
it—even if that someone else is you. This book
focuses on basic principles and practical techniques
you can apply every time you write code. Using easyto-digest code examples from different languages,
each chapter dives into a different aspect of coding,
and demonstrates how you can make your code easy
to understand. Simplify naming, commenting, and
formatting with tips that apply to every line of code
Refine your program’s loops, logic, and variables to
reduce complexity and confusion Attack problems at
the function level, such as reorganizing blocks of code
to do one task at a time Write effective test code that
is thorough and concise—as well as readable "Being
aware of how the code you create affects those who
look at it later is an important part of developing
software. The authors did a great job in taking you
through the different aspects of this challenge,
explaining the details with instructive examples."
—Michael Hunger, passionate Software Developer

A Philosophy of Software Design
Ten laws of simplicity for business, technology, and
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design teach readers howto need less but get more.

The Software Craftsman
Are you fed up with reading long, boring, lengthy
paragraphs after paragraphs of text and want to get
up and running in Python as soon as possible? Well,
you're not alone. I for one hate having to read
through masses of text for very little benefit. Python
Programming Reloaded: How to Code Python Fast In
Just 24 Hours With 7 Simple Steps strips away the non
essentials and instead provides you with the
fundamentals from which you can blossom as a
Python programmer in Just 7 simple steps. So, what
can I expect from the book? Learn the Basics- this
book provides you with the fundamental building
blocks to get you up and running in Python in no time.
Learn it Quick -Written for simplicity so that you can
learn Python quickly and efficiently. Start Coding Fast
-You start coding as soon as Python is installed on
your computer. Anything else? Yes!. This book will
supercharge your Python learning experience.

The Pragmatic Programmer
With the same insight and authority that made their
book The Unix Programming Environment a classic,
Brian Kernighan and Rob Pike have written The
Practice of Programming to help make individual
programmers more effective and productive. The
practice of programming is more than just writing
code. Programmers must also assess tradeoffs,
choose among design alternatives, debug and test,
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improve performance, and maintain software written
by themselves and others. At the same time, they
must be concerned with issues like compatibility,
robustness, and reliability, while meeting
specifications. The Practice of Programming covers all
these topics, and more. This book is full of practical
advice and real-world examples in C, C++, Java, and
a variety of special-purpose languages. It includes
chapters on: debugging: finding bugs quickly and
methodically testing: guaranteeing that software
works correctly and reliably performance: making
programs faster and more compact portability:
ensuring that programs run everywhere without
change design: balancing goals and constraints to
decide which algorithms and data structures are best
interfaces: using abstraction and information hiding to
control the interactions between components style:
writing code that works well and is a pleasure to read
notation: choosing languages and tools that let the
machine do more of the work Kernighan and Pike
have distilled years of experience writing programs,
teaching, and working with other programmers to
create this book. Anyone who writes software will
profit from the principles and guidance in The Practice
of Programming .

The Art of Readable Code
What do flashlights, the British invasion, black cats,
and seesaws have to do with computers? In CODE,
they show us the ingenious ways we manipulate
language and invent new means of communicating
with each other. And through CODE, we see how this
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ingenuity and our very human compulsion to
communicate have driven the technological
innovations of the past two centuries. Using everyday
objects and familiar language systems such as Braille
and Morse code, author Charles Petzold weaves an
illuminating narrative for anyone who’s ever
wondered about the secret inner life of computers
and other smart machines. It’s a cleverly illustrated
and eminently comprehensible story—and along the
way, you’ll discover you’ve gained a real context for
understanding today’s world of PCs, digital media,
and the Internet. No matter what your level of
technical savvy, CODE will charm you—and perhaps
even awaken the technophile within.

Code Simplicity
Looks at the principles and clean code, includes case
studies showcasing the practices of writing clean
code, and contains a list of heuristics and "smells"
accumulated from the process of writing clean code.

Code
Create Breakthrough Apple Watch Apps with the
WatchKit Framework With its Apple Watch and
WatchKit framework, Apple is challenging developers
to build exciting and innovative apps for Apple Watch.
iOS developers who master Apple Watch
programming now will have the same huge “early
mover” advantage that early iPhone developers
enjoyed. Learning WatchKit Programming is a
complete, hands-on tutorial for all iOS developers who
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are ready to design and build tomorrow’s hottest new
wearable apps. Leading iOS development trainer and
author Wei-Meng Lee covers all of the fundamentals
of Apple Watch development and the WatchKit API,
from application architecture and design to
navigation, notification, and glances. Using practical
Swift code examples designed for clarity and
simplicity, Lee guides you through building apps from
the ground up and shows you how to integrate those
apps with the iPhone for expanded capabilities. The
perfect companion to other mobile development
books in the Learning Series, this guide helps you
extend your iOS skills to a whole new environment,
build apps that solve a new set of problems, and
reach millions of people in the new Apple Watch
marketplace Coverage includes Getting started
quickly with WatchKit and Apple Watch development
Storyboarding apps and testing them on the Apple
Watch Simulator Mastering Apple Watch’s multiplescreen navigation Building highly efficient interfaces
with Apple Watch UI controls Customizing each
screen’s look and feel, and passing data between
them Responding to user interactions via buttons,
switches, sliders, or Force Touch Displaying
information via labels, images, or tables
Communicating between an Apple Watch app and its
containing iOS app Calling web services from Apple
Watch Displaying short- and long-look notifications
Customizing notifications to display your message’s
essence more quickly Implementing glances to give
users a faster way to gather information Localizing
your Apple Watch apps All of this book’s sample Swift
code is available for download at
informit.com/title/9780134195445.
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The Fundamentals of Interior Design
Data Structures and Algorithms in Java, Second
Edition is designed to be easy to read and understand
although the topic itself is complicated. Algorithms
are the procedures that software programs use to
manipulate data structures. Besides clear and simple
example programs, the author includes a workshop as
a small demonstration program executable on a Web
browser. The programs demonstrate in graphical form
what data structures look like and how they operate.
In the second edition, the program is rewritten to
improve operation and clarify the algorithms, the
example programs are revised to work with the latest
version of the Java JDK, and questions and exercises
will be added at the end of each chapter making the
book even more useful. Educational Supplement
Suggested solutions to the programming projects
found at the end of each chapter are made available
to instructors at recognized educational institutions.
This educational supplement can be found at
www.prenhall.com, in the Instructor Resource Center.

Mastering Modular JavaScript
What sets this book apart is the fact that it is not just
another science book describing scientific facts and
phenomena! It would surely be redundant since that
task has been done many times over with much more
elegant prose and brighter narrators. In this book, for
the first time we have undertaken the task of
breaking the code of any piece of matter or natural
phenomena; whether it is an atom, a quantum
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occurance, a planet, a galaxy, or any other
perceivable thing. It covers any natural phenomena
ever discovered or one that will be unravelled by the
future pioneers in their respective fields. This book
provides the trail map of any and all things that man
has discovered and shows how their codes were
cracked. The list of discoveries is endless but
prominent amongst them are the discovery of fire,
elecricity, magnetism, laws of motion, the solar
system and planets, so on and so forth. This book
goes beyond just pure science since it fuses
philosophy with science. It actually makes science a
subset of philosophy, or more precisely, applied
philosophy. Just like the light phenomenon, which was
made to be a subset of the field of electricity by
James Clerk Maxwell, revolutionizing our technical
world, so does this book by bringing a new era of
incredible developments for mankind!

Learning Web App Development
Widely considered one of the best practical guides to
programming, Steve McConnell’s original CODE
COMPLETE has been helping developers write better
software for more than a decade. Now this classic
book has been fully updated and revised with leadingedge practices—and hundreds of new code
samples—illustrating the art and science of software
construction. Capturing the body of knowledge
available from research, academia, and everyday
commercial practice, McConnell synthesizes the most
effective techniques and must-know principles into
clear, pragmatic guidance. No matter what your
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experience level, development environment, or
project size, this book will inform and stimulate your
thinking—and help you build the highest quality code.
Discover the timeless techniques and strategies that
help you: Design for minimum complexity and
maximum creativity Reap the benefits of collaborative
development Apply defensive programming
techniques to reduce and flush out errors Exploit
opportunities to refactor—or evolve—code, and do it
safely Use construction practices that are right-weight
for your project Debug problems quickly and
effectively Resolve critical construction issues early
and correctly Build quality into the beginning, middle,
and end of your project

Code Complete
Python Programming : How to Code
Python Fast In Just 24 Hours With 7
Simple Steps
The real challenge of programming isn't learning a
language's syntax—it's learning to creatively solve
problems so you can build something great. In this
one-of-a-kind text, author V. Anton Spraul breaks
down the ways that programmers solve problems and
teaches you what other introductory books often
ignore: how to Think Like a Programmer. Each chapter
tackles a single programming concept, like classes,
pointers, and recursion, and open-ended exercises
throughout challenge you to apply your knowledge.
You'll also learn how to: –Split problems into discrete
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components to make them easier to solve –Make the
most of code reuse with functions, classes, and
libraries –Pick the perfect data structure for a
particular job –Master more advanced programming
tools like recursion and dynamic memory –Organize
your thoughts and develop strategies to tackle
particular types of problems Although the book's
examples are written in C++, the creative problemsolving concepts they illustrate go beyond any
particular language; in fact, they often reach outside
the realm of computer science. As the most skillful
programmers know, writing great code is a creative
art—and the first step in creating your masterpiece is
learning to Think Like a Programmer.

The Nature of Code
Good software design is simple and easy to
understand. Unfortunately, the average computer
program today is so complex that no one could
possibly comprehend how all the code works. This
concise guide helps you understand the fundamentals
of good design through scientific laws—principles you
can apply to any programming language or project
from here to eternity. Whether you’re a junior
programmer, senior software engineer, or nontechnical manager, you’ll learn how to create a sound
plan for your software project, and make better
decisions about the pattern and structure of your
system. Discover why good software design has
become the missing science Understand the ultimate
purpose of software and the goals of good design
Determine the value of your design now and in the
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future Examine real-world examples that demonstrate
how a system changes over time Create designs that
allow for the most change in the environment with the
least change in the software Make easier changes in
the future by keeping your code simpler now Gain
better knowledge of your software’s behavior with
more accurate tests

Fundamentals of Computer Programming
with C#
Linux for Developers shows you how to start writing
great code for Linux, whether you’re a Linux user with
little or no coding experience, or an experienced
Windows programmer. Leading IT trainer/author
William “Bo” Rothwell begins with a clear and up-todate review of modern open source software,
including the licensing arrangements and tradeoffs all
developers need to understand. He presents essential
skills for both Linux command line and GUI
environments, introducing text editors and other tools
for efficient coding. Building on this knowledge,
Rothwell introduces scripting tools such as Bash,
Python, and Perl, as well as traditional object-oriented
programming languages such as Java, C++, and C.
Finally, he presents a full section on the powerful Git
version control system, teaching skills you can use in
Linux and many other environments. Access Linux
systems, use GUIs, and work at the command line
Learn how Linux organizes files and navigate its
filesystem Use basic developer commands such as
gzip and grep Edit programs with vi and vim, and
explore alternative editors Perform basic sysadmin
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tasks that developers often need to handle Compare
Linux languages to choose the best one for each task
Write Bash scripts that interact with users or other
shell features Program with Python and Perl: flow
control, variables, and more Understand Linux
features related to building C, C++, and Java
programs Stay on top of complex projects with GIT
revision control Work in GIT: staging, committing,
branches, diffs, merges, and patches Manage local
and remote GIT repositories This guide’s modular
coverage helps you quickly access whatever
information you need right now.

Cracking the Code of Our Physical
Universe
Authored by two of the leading authorities in the field,
this guide offers readers the knowledge and skills
needed to achieve proficiency with embedded
software.

From Strange Simplicity to Complex
Familiarity
If you have a working knowledge of JavaScript and
ECMAScript 6 (ES6), this practical guide will help you
tackle modular programming to produce code that’s
readable, maintainable, and scalable. You’ll learn the
fundamentals of modular architecture with JavaScript
and the benefits of writing self-contained code at
every system level, including the client and server.
Nicolás Bevacqua, author of Practical Modern
JavaScript, demonstrates how to scale out JavaScript
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applications by breaking codebases into smaller
modules. By following the design practices in this
book, senior developers, technical leaders, and
software architects will learn how to create modules
that are simple and flexible while keeping internal
complexity in check. Learn modular design essentials,
including how your application will be consumed and
what belongs on the interface Design module
internals to keep your code readable and its intent
clear Reduce complexity by refactoring code and
containing and eliminating state Take advantage of
modern JavaScript features to write clear programs
and reduce complexity Apply Twelve-Factor App
principles to frontend and backend JavaScript
application development

Elements of Programming
How can we capture the unpredictable evolutionary
and emergent properties of nature in software? How
can understanding the mathematical principles
behind our physical world help us to create digital
worlds? This book focuses on a range of programming
strategies and techniques behind computer
simulations of natural systems, from elementary
concepts in mathematics and physics to more
advanced algorithms that enable sophisticated visual
results. Readers will progress from building a basic
physics engine to creating intelligent moving objects
and complex systems, setting the foundation for
further experiments in generative design. Subjects
covered include forces, trigonometry, fractals, cellular
automata, self-organization, and genetic algorithms.
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The book's examples are written in Processing, an
open-source language and development environment
built on top of the Java programming language. On
the book's website (http: //www.natureofcode.com),
the examples run in the browser via Processing's
JavaScript mode.

Exercises in Programming Style
The second edition of The Fundamentals of Interior
Design provides a thorough introduction to the key
elements of interior design and the ideas that
underpin them. The book describes the entirety of the
creative process, from researching initial ideas to
realizing them in three-dimensional form. Throughout
the text, guidelines are given to provide structure to
the interior design process and the reader is
encouraged to adapt and initiate methodologies to
suit individual project needs. This approach is
intended to give designers a belief in their own
abilities, and the confidence to tackle different
projects with the unique challenges that each one
brings. The book features a variety of diagrams and
talking points to encourage students and practitioners
to think about key issues such as understanding
spatial relationships and the use of sustainable
materials. This second edition includes new case
studies focusing on well-known international interior
design studios, such as Conran and Partners, UK,
Slade Architecture, US, Gensler, US and award
winning architects Chae-Pereira in South Korea. The
introduction of interviews with contemporary interior
designers allows readers an insight in to the working
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world of interior design. The new projects allow
students to explore what they have learned in each
chapter through experimentation and these activities
encourage creativity and further learning.

The Art of Game Design
Grasp the fundamentals of web application
development by building a simple database-backed
app from scratch, using HTML, JavaScript, and other
open source tools. Through hands-on tutorials, this
practical guide shows inexperienced web app
developers how to create a user interface, write a
server, build client-server communication, and use a
cloud-based service to deploy the application. Each
chapter includes practice problems, full examples,
and mental models of the development workflow.
Ideal for a college-level course, this book helps you
get started with web app development by providing
you with a solid grounding in the process. Set up a
basic workflow with a text editor, version control
system, and web browser Structure a user interface
with HTML, and include styles with CSS Use JQuery
and JavaScript to add interactivity to your application
Link the client to the server with AJAX, JavaScript
objects, and JSON Learn the basics of server-side
programming with Node.js Store data outside your
application with Redis and MongoDB Share your
application by uploading it to the cloud with
CloudFoundry Get basic tips for writing maintainable
code on both client and server

Learn Robotics Programming
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Using a simple computational task (term frequency)
to illustrate different programming styles, Exercises in
Programming Style helps readers understand the
various ways of writing programs and designing
systems. It is designed to be used in conjunction with
code provided on an online repository. The book
complements and explains the raw code in a way that
is accessible to anyone who regularly practices the art
of programming. The book can also be used in
advanced programming courses in computer science
and software engineering programs. The book
contains 33 different styles for writing the term
frequency task. The styles are grouped into nine
categories: historical, basic, function composition,
objects and object interactions, reflection and
metaprogramming, adversity, data-centric,
concurrency, and interactivity. The author verbalizes
the constraints in each style and explains the
example programs. Each chapter first presents the
constraints of the style, next shows an example
program, and then gives a detailed explanation of the
code. Most chapters also have sections focusing on
the use of the style in systems design as well as
sections describing the historical context in which the
programming style emerged.

Understanding Software
This book presents a vivid argument for the almost
lost idea of a unity of all natural sciences. It starts
with the "strange" physics of matter, including
particle physics, atomic physics and quantum
mechanics, cosmology, relativity and their
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consequences (Chapter I), and it continues by
describing the properties of material systems that are
best understood by statistical and phase-space
concepts (Chapter II). These lead to entropy and to
the classical picture of quantitative information,
initially devoid of value and meaning (Chapter III).
Finally, "information space" and dynamics within it
are introduced as a basis for semantics (Chapter IV),
leading to an exploration of life and thought as new
problems in physics (Chapter V). Dynamic equations again of a strange (but very general) nature - bring
about the complex familiarity of the world we live in.
Surprising new results in the life sciences open our
eyes to the richness of physical thought, and they
show us what can and what cannot be explained by a
Darwinian approach. The abstract physical approach
is applicable to the origins of life, of meaningful
information and even of our universe.

Fundamentals of Programming in SAS
Gain experience of building a next-generation
collaboration robot Key Features Get up and running
with the fundamentals of robotic programming
Program a robot using Python and the Raspberry Pi 3
Learn to build a smart robot with interactive and AIenabled behaviors Book Description We live in an age
where the most difficult human tasks are now
automated. Smart and intelligent robots, which will
perform different tasks precisely and efficiently, are
the requirement of the hour. A combination of
Raspberry Pi and Python works perfectly when making
these kinds of robots. Learn Robotics Programming
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starts by introducing you to the basic structure of a
robot, along with how to plan, build, and program it.
As you make your way through the book, you will
gradually progress to adding different outputs and
sensors, learning new building skills, and writing code
for interesting behaviors with sensors. You’ll also be
able to update your robot, and set up web, phone,
and Wi-Fi connectivity in order to control it. By the
end of the book, you will have built a clever robot that
can perform basic artificial intelligence (AI)
operations. What you will learn Configure a Raspberry
Pi for use in a robot Interface motors and sensors with
a Raspberry Pi Implement code to make interesting
and intelligent robot behaviors Understand the first
steps in AI behavior such as speech recognition visual
processing Control AI robots using Wi-Fi Plan the
budget for requirements of robots while choosing
parts Who this book is for Learn Robotics
Programming is for programmers, developers, and
enthusiasts interested in robotics and developing a
fully functional robot. No major experience required
just some programming knowledge would be
sufficient.

Code Simplicity
This book is intended for software developers
interested in systems level and application
programming, and are looking for a quick entry into
using Rust and understanding the core features of the
framework. It is assumed that you have a basic
understanding of Java, C#, Ruby, Python or
JavaScript.
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Think Like a Programmer
A guide to software development using the R
programming language covers such topics as
closures, recursion, anonymous functions, and
debugging techniques.

Extreme Programming Explained
This textbook takes a unified view of the
fundamentals of wireless communication and explains
cutting-edge concepts in a simple and intuitive way.
An abundant supply of exercises make it ideal for
graduate courses in electrical and computer
engineering and it will also be of great interest to
practising engineers.

Designing Data-Intensive Applications
Data is at the center of many challenges in system
design today. Difficult issues need to be figured out,
such as scalability, consistency, reliability, efficiency,
and maintainability. In addition, we have an
overwhelming variety of tools, including relational
databases, NoSQL datastores, stream or batch
processors, and message brokers. What are the right
choices for your application? How do you make sense
of all these buzzwords? In this practical and
comprehensive guide, author Martin Kleppmann helps
you navigate this diverse landscape by examining the
pros and cons of various technologies for processing
and storing data. Software keeps changing, but the
fundamental principles remain the same. With this
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book, software engineers and architects will learn how
to apply those ideas in practice, and how to make full
use of data in modern applications. Peer under the
hood of the systems you already use, and learn how
to use and operate them more effectively Make
informed decisions by identifying the strengths and
weaknesses of different tools Navigate the trade-offs
around consistency, scalability, fault tolerance, and
complexity Understand the distributed systems
research upon which modern databases are built Peek
behind the scenes of major online services, and learn
from their architectures

The Art of R Programming
This book introduces readers to the lattice Boltzmann
method (LBM) for solving transport phenomena – flow,
heat and mass transfer – in a systematic way.
Providing explanatory computer codes throughout the
book, the author guides readers through many
practical examples, such as: • flow in isothermal and
non-isothermal lid-driven cavities; • flow over
obstacles; • forced flow through a heated channel; •
conjugate forced convection; and • natural
convection. Diffusion and advection–diffusion
equations are discussed, together with applications
and examples, and complete computer codes
accompany the sections on single and multirelaxation-time methods. The codes are written in
MatLab. However, the codes are written in a way that
can be easily converted to other languages, such as
FORTRANm Python, Julia, etc. The codes can also be
extended with little effort to multi-phase and multiPage 31/36
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physics, provided the physics of the respective
problem are known. The second edition of this book
adds new chapters, and includes new theory and
applications. It discusses a wealth of practical
examples, and explains LBM in connection with
various engineering topics, especially the transport of
mass, momentum, energy and molecular species.
This book offers a useful and easy-to-follow guide for
readers with some prior experience with advanced
mathematics and physics, and will be of interest to all
researchers and other readers who wish to learn how
to apply LBM to engineering and industrial problems.
It can also be used as a textbook for advanced
undergraduate or graduate courses on computational
transport phenomena

Learn to Program with Minecraft
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer
Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer
programming tutorial that teaches programming,
logical thinking, data structures and algorithms,
problem solving and high quality code with lots of
examples in C#. It starts with the first steps in
programming and software development like
variables, data types, conditional statements, loops
and arrays and continues with other basic topics like
methods, numeral systems, strings and string
processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the
basics this fundamental programming book enters
into more advanced programming topics like
recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables
and graphs), high-quality code, unit testing and
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refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance,
abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism) and
their implementation the C# language. It also covers
fundamental topics that each good developer should
know like algorithm design, complexity of algorithms
and problem solving. The book uses C# language and
Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts
and explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like
lambda expressions, extension methods and LINQ.
The book is written by a team of developers lead by
Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical software
development experience. It teaches the major
programming concepts and way of thinking needed to
become a good software engineer and the C#
language in the meantime. It is a great start for
anyone who wants to become a skillful software
engineer. The books does not teach technologies like
databases, mobile and web development, but shows
the true way to master the basics of programming
regardless of the languages, technologies and tools. It
is good for beginners and intermediate developers
who want to put a solid base for a successful career in
the software engineering industry. The book is
accompanied by free video lessons, presentation
slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of
exercises and live examples. Download the free C#
programming book, videos, presentations and other
resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title:
Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#
(The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN:
9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7
(9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3
(9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages:
1132 Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013
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Publisher: Faber Publishing, Bulgaria Web site:
http://www.introprogramming.info License: CCAttribution-Share-Alike Tags: free, programming,
book, computer programming, programming
fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#,
CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming
concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler,
Visual Studio, .NET, .NET Framework, data types,
variables, expressions, statements, console,
conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops,
arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text
processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception
handling, stack trace, streams, files, text files, linear
data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree,
balanced tree, graph, depth-first search, DFS, breadthfirst search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative
arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm, searching
algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms,
algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented
programming, classes, objects, constructors, fields,
properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces,
encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods,
polymorphism, cohesion, coupling, enumerations,
generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns,
extension methods, anonymous types, lambda
expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code,
high-quality classes, high-quality methods, code
formatting, self-documenting code, code refactoring,
problem solving, problem solving methodology,
9789544007737, 9544007733

Node.js Design Patterns
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Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design
- no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of
Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same
basic principles of psychology that work for board
games, card games and athletic games also are the
keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game
design happens when you view your game from many
different perspectives, or lenses. While touring
through the unusual territory that is game design, this
book gives the reader one hundred of these lenses one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask
yourself that will help make your game better. These
lenses are gathered from fields as diverse as
psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film,
software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and
anthropology. Anyone who reads this book will be
inspired to become a better game designer - and will
understand how to do it.
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